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Young People, 
Online Safety 

 

 
 

Information for  
pupils 

Your commitment to us at 
home 

 

I will not friend request a teacher. 
 
 
I will not give out any personal  information to 
people I don’t know online. 
 
 
I will tell my parent/s if I am worried about     
anything I see online. 
 
 
I will keep my  passwords and logins safe. 

 

I am aware that some websites and social     
networks have age restrictions and I should   
respect this.  

 

I will never arrange to meet someone I have  
only ever previously met on the Internet,       
unless my parent/carer has given me                             
permission and I take a responsible adult with 
me.  
 
 
 
 

Your commitment to us   
during remote online             

learning  
I will work in a space that that is quiet, safe and 

free from distractions with an adult nearby 

(ideally not my bedroom); 

I will make sure that I am dressed appropriately 

(pyjamas are not appropriate);  

I will ensure all my Meeting IDs, Usernames & 

Passwords are kept private (not shared) 

I will ensure that my video is on so the     teacher 

can verify who I am; and audio so I can ask or      

answer questions; 

I will only unmute myself during the session when 

instructed to do so by the teacher; 

I will ensure that I take responsibly for my              

behaviour and actions, especially when using 

technology. This includes the language that I use 

when talking and in any online chat facility that 

the teachers may enable. 

I will respect the privacy of everyone by ensuring 
that no recordings are made of any of the live or 
recorded content or I share any of the content.  
 
I will tell my parent/s or/and teachers  if I am 
worried about anything I see online. 
 

I will tell my parent/s if I am worried about         
anything I see online. 



Your commitment to us at 
school 

I  understand that I must only access                       
appropriate information and understand that 
my parent/carers will be informed of any online 
safety incidents to keep me safe. 
 
The messages I send, or information I upload, 
will always be polite and sensible. 
 
If I see anything I am unhappy with or I receive 
a message I do not like, I will not respond to it 
but I will show a teacher/responsible adult. 
 
I know mobile phones are not allowed in 
school.  
 
I understand that if am found to have my       
mobile phone in school it will be taken off me 
and my parent/carers will be told.  
 
I  will protect my phone numbers/passwords by 
only giving them to trusted friends and family 
members. 
 
I will use ipads and laptops for specific learning    
activities with a teacher present.  
 
I will log off when leaving my computer. 

 

 

 
Welcome 
 
 

 

 
 

Dear Pupil,  
 
As a pupil of Childwall Valley Primary School we 
promise to take every reasonable step to keep 
you safe online. 
 
This guide tells you all about our commitment 
to you in school and the commitment we are 
looking for from you both in school and at 
home. 
 
All we ask is that you show a responsible and 
mature approach to the use of digital                       
technology.  
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Mrs. S. Evans 
e-Safety Lead 

 
 

Our commitment to you 
 

We will teach you about online safety at the    
beginning of every new topic as part of the    
computing curriculum. 
 
We will take part in Safer Internet Week every 
year as a whole school, learning together. 
 
We will teach you about eSafety in other          
subjects and topics throughout the year. 
 
Your teachers are there for you to talk to about 
any concerns you may have about online safety. 
 
We will not put your full names anywhere on the 
school website or on twitter alongside your           
photograph.  
 
We use filters to block sites that are not            

appropriate.  

 
 
 

We will teach you 
about the five 

SMART internet 
safety rules.  

 
At CVP we take eSafety seriously and  encourage 

you to    

‘be Smart on the Internet’  
and follow the five SMART rules  


